Core acceptance criteria

Return of core

Core returned on an exchange basis should be of the same application and type as the unit supplied.

Units, which are mechanically damaged or in such a condition that they cannot be reconditioned, will not be accepted.

- Blocked
- Broken or damaged ear
- Missing parts
- Dismantled
- Broken or cracked parts
- Entirely rusted compressor
- Connection openings not closed (must be closed after removal from the vehicle to prevent internal corrosion)
- Imitation parts will not be credited

The inspection of returned cores will be carried out visually.
Core acceptance criteria

**Accepted**

The compressor is in good condition.

**Rejected**

The compressor is damaged. The bracket has broken off.
Core acceptance criteria

Accepted

The compressor is complete.

Rejected

The compressor is incomplete. It has a missing back cover.
Core acceptance criteria

**Accepted**

The compressor pumps.
The hub turns cw and ccw.

**Rejected**

The compressor does not pump.
The hub cannot be turned cw or ccw.
Core acceptance criteria

Accepted

The compressor is complete.

Rejected

The compressor is dismantled.
Core acceptance criteria

Accepted

The compressor is in good condition.

Rejected

The compressor is damaged.
Core acceptance criteria

Accepted

The compressor is complete.

Rejected

The compressor is missing the clutch.
Core acceptance criteria

Accepted

Connexion openings are closed

Rejected

Connexion openings are NOT closed
Core acceptance criteria

**Accepted**
Without rust (no oxide)

**Rejected**
Entirely rusted (oxidised)
Core acceptance criteria

Accepted

Compressor is without damage

Rejected

Housing cracked
Refused cores

The refused/rejected cores as well as the overreturns, according to our general conditions, will be at the customers disposal for 1 month as from the date of the credit note.

After that date, claims can no longer be processed.